LEG 7
THE SEA OF ALBORAN SLOW SAILING: COSTA DEL SOL, CEUTA, MOROCCO AND ENDING IN
GIBRALTAR: Manca Sailing Team 2014
1. BENALMADENA
2. BENALMADENA TO FUENGIROLA
3. FUENGIROLA TO BAJADILLA
4. BAJADILLA TO ESTEPONA
5. ESTEPONA TO SOTOGRANDE
6. SOTOGRANDE TO CEUTA
7. CEUTA TO GIBRALTAR

1. BENALMADENA
September 2 “The Crew” arrive on schedule at the beautiful Benalmadena Marina. This lovely
development should really be called a resort. It is beautifully done. It’s a long haul from Vancouver,
so I made sure the big beds were ready and waiting for the guys, after enjoying a traditional Manca
Welcome Party.

Manca makes up a really big salon bed. Very
cozy!

After a sleep over, The Crew took off for a two day adventure climbing the hills and steps of
Granada. Because they had booked their entry tickets well in advance they had no problems with
entry to both the gardens and Alhambra.

This lovely couple settled on my dock in
Benalmadena while waiting for crew to arrive.

September 5 The Crew return from Granada. We enjoy the tapas bars and surroundings.
September 6-7 a lazy day.

The Lovely Benalmadena Marina. Manca’s location is
right under the finger.

2. BENALMADENA TO FUENGIROLA
September 8 We make a very short 6NM shake down on a very light wind sail to Fuengirola.

The Ku Damm café at the end of the dock at Fuengirola produces and
amazing meat kebab skewer, dangling from a hook over your plate.
How great to have excellent food 50 metres from your yacht!

September 9 The Crew take a bus ride to Rondo enjoying the wonderful vistas.

The Canadian Maple Leaf flies off the Costa Del
Sol. Fuengirola in centre.

3. FUENGIROLA TO BAJADILLA (MARBELLA)
September 10. We sail just 17 NM to Bajadilla (Marbella). Some enjoy the walk to the Old Marbella
city.

Mountains behind the Costa del Sol as we leave
Fuengirola behind.

Castle near Fuengirola. It is interesting that
some castles have survived the many naval
attacks along the coast. While trying to establish
control of the coast by building on the shore,
they also left themselves open to attack from
the sea. Is it the Turks who destroyed the most
around The Med?

4. BAJADILLA TO ESTEPONA
September 11 NM 12 and 17 tacks to Estepona against the current and a fresh westerly. The strong
easterly current lee bowed us on starboard tack.

I love these old watch towers along the coast.
They always dream up the romantic, ferocious
past of naval battles, knights of amour, pirates
and the princess in distress. It is unusual to see a
rectangular tower.

September 12 We all enjoy a walk to Old Estepona. The motive: enjoy the cheap tapas and fresh
beers at Plaza del Flores.

The colours in the drying flying fish are so beautiful. The night before the
catch there was a full moon and apparently, this is when the fish come to the
surface in large schools, flocks or squadrons! The wind, salt and sun do the
drying and preservation. No chemicals involved.

The Great Estepona Lighthouse is visible across
the entrance to Gibraltar Strait and Punta
Almina 65NM away.

The Estepona walk by the sea. My hat comes off
to the gardener.

The Flying fish when dried make a delicious
appetizer with beer.

Estepona East Beach is kept so very clean each
day. Gibraltar Rock beckons. Figure 14 Estepona
has done a great job to beautify the old town.
Now a UNESCO Heritage town, there has been a
lot of recent restoration and public art installed.

Sandcastles on the Estepona beach conjure up
the romantic history of the Spanish Coast.

5. ESTEPONA TO SOTOGRANDE
September 13 We sail to Sotogrande and view a local regatta struggling to find some wind behind
‘’The Rock’. I swallow the only over-priced mooring fees so far.

Sotogrande regatta sailors searching for a
breeze off The Rock of Gibraltar.

6. SOTOGRANDE TO CEUTA
September14 NM 27 We sail across the historic Strait of Gibraltar in a lovely brisk southerly wind.
We are entertained by leaping dolphins. Ammunition dumps throw the compass and the auto pilot
way off. The crew does a great job at spotting nearly a dozen freighters that attack from all
directions. The southerlies are unusual and combined with a big flood to produce a COG well east of
Ceuta. However, we got a nice lift as we approached the African shore, making good time with the
20+knots winds. Arriving at the outer harbor we prepared for docking and with trepidation,
wondered how to dock safely in 23k of gusts and no response from the marinara on the VHF.
So we back in slowly, assess the situation, spot a big power yacht we could rest alongside and just as
we made it in safely, the sleepy marinera arrives to take our stern lines. (I try to arrive in Spain
before siesta but it is not always possible).However all safe and sound if somewhat windblown!
September 15 explore lovely Spanish enclave of Ceuta. We take a taxi ride to view the wonderful
sunset on the Punta Almina lookout and later to enjoy a fantastic Moroccan meal in a beautiful
restaurant. Next day shopping in the town market and tapas at the market bar.

A Ceuta sunset over Punta Almina. Tangier
would be far left on the horizon.

The Ceuta sunset across the Strait of Gibraltar.
The Rock is on the top right.

Beautiful Moroccan restaurant on Punta Almina
Ceuta serves amazing lamb Tajine with prunes,
almonds and yummy spices, all slowly baked in
the covered clay pot.

September 17 - a lazy day at the incredible Marine Park.
Ceuta Marine Park:: PARQUE MARITIMO DEL
MEDITERRANEO

7. CEUTA TO MARINA SMIR MOROCCO
September 18 - NM 12 to Marina Smir Morocco. We check in, get passports stamped and then wait
for the gusty south wind to settle down before docking along side. This is a pleasant change from the
“Med Mooring”; walk the plank style.

A lovely Classic schooner in Smir Marina. We
docked close by her and watched a busy
restoration crew at work.

The waiting dock, police, customs and office for
check in at Marina Smir. The entrance has been
dredged but if you pull ahead you will be on a
sandbar!

Smir gull swallows the lot!

September 18 - The Crew enjoy a tour of the Medina in Tetouan. Terry prepares Pasta with
Bolognese sauce.
September 19 - Some crew take the day off, others enjoy the “Grande Taxi” ride up and over the
Smir Mountains to Chefchouan. After a traditional lunch beside the Kasaba there is time for a little
shopping and a stroll around the romantic historic 11th century Kasaba.

Just outside Tetouan, on the way to
Chefchouan, a sheep shearing contest is in
progress.

There are many handmade wool products
available in Morocco. Shepherds inspect a
healthy woolly flock.

The Riff Mountains and a legal cash crop for the
Berbers is visible in green patches. The Berbers
can sell but it is strictly illegal to export.
Criminals do that job. The King in the mid 1900’s
granted the right to the Berbers to grow the
crop. They are a very strong tribe with political
influence.

Chefchouan is a busy market town for the locals
but it also attracts many tourists; especially
from North Africa.

My assumption is that snake oil improves your
beauty and your hair!

Entrance to the Kasaba… but you have to comeback after 4 pm!

Elders at the Kasaba waiting for the call to
prayer at the nearby mosque.

I love the bright colors of the Chefchouan
streets.

Chefchouan Moroccan tourists. The one on the right just had a fresh left
hand henna job.

This was pretty funny! A TV crew taking photos
of us and me of him! Can you see me in his lens?

You can get a very detailed, beautiful henna in the
Kasaba square.

Four wise men with canes.

Chefchouan elders in traditional clothes. The
fellow on the right wears a handmade wool
coat.

Close-up of men outside the Kasaba gate.

Bright, beautiful Tajines and ceramics for sale in
Chefchouan.

I was told that when the Jews fled Iberia and
came for refuge in Chefchouan, they painted
their streets blue. The tradition spread to many
streets and houses.

I was also told that these are all natural dyes.

Many shades of blue and narrow winding streets make Chefchouan a great
visit for photographers

Two women catch up on the local news

The wide angle shot gives more depth of field.

The young boy played peek-a-boo until I caught
him on camera. I love the textures in this street.

The bread man cometh...without brakes!

A blue street with supporting arches.

Red and green are the colours of Morocco.

Aladin Restaurant with the rugged Riff
Mountains right behind.

After 4 pm finally, a look inside the 11the
century Kasaba walls.

View from inside the Kasaba looking east

Apparently this is a very unusual octagonal
minaret on the ancient mosque which is under
the red tiled roofs.

I love the way the evening sunlight catches the
steps.

A great old eucalypt flourishes inside the Kasaba
ramparts.

An early photograph, of a not so long ago Chefchouan, defended by these
Berbers on horseback with very long guns. Late 1800’s perhaps?

7 CEUTA TO GIBRALTAR
September 20 - NM24 to Gibraltar the wind is down but the Volvo is up to 1800rpm. At first, with a
back eddy along the Moroccan coast, we can make over 8k. Later, as we butt our bow into the westeast current, the speed is down to 3.5k off Punta Almina. As we escape the rip off Punta Almina we
can make a bit over 4k. Then we spend the rest of the morning dodging very large ships, including
one dangerous goods ship, headed for Algeciras. Soon Europa point and the Arabic Mosque come
into view and by about 1.30 we are safely docked at Queensway Quay Marina thanks to the help of
very good staff.

The Crew were sure they could see Hercules
sleeping on top of his good work!

We need to steer “hard to port” to miss this fast
moving beast of the seas.

Always a friendly visit from the gentle, happy,
dolphins of The Strait.

The Rock, Europa Point Light and the Arabic
Mosque come into full view.

Manca resting at Queensway Quay Marina: safe
and sound at end of Leg 7

Manca Queensway Quay Marina with “The Rock” chair lift behind. The brand
new cat on the right was preparing to leave for the Caribbean.

If you don’t like to sail? You can always jump
one of these monsters who frequent Gibraltar
on almost a daily basis.

September 23 - crew trundle off to Seville and Cadiz. Time for laundry and a big clean up.
Congratulations: Manca Sailing Team 2014!

Leg 7 is over.
Total Days 22
Total NM 115
Total Fun 10/10
One last photo coming on last page…

Waiting for my return?

Cheers for now!
Terry and SY Manca
Gibraltar September 27 2014
Revised Final September 28 2014
Revised October 2, 2014

